
Memorial Gym and Wallace Pool Directions and Map  

 
Traffic Flow: Please note that the driveway in front of the Memorial Gym is One‐Way traffic 

 
 

1. Enter the Memorial Gym through the new Main Entrance ( glass doors ). “A”
2. Concessions will be on your right. Follow the corridor more or less straight ahead until you see the 

entrances to the field house. The Field House will be on your left. 
3. Enter the Field House. Wristband sales, overflow seating, closed circuit TV screen and T-shirt 

Vendors will be set up at the far end adjacent to the elevated spectator area. “B”
4. Once you have purchased the wrist bands you may wait in line to get into the Spectator Gallery. 

The line will form around the indoor track ( please do not obstruct access doorways ). 
5. As each session is finished the gallery is emptied, the VOLUNTEER Marshall's will allow the line that 

has formed to enter the stairwell that leads up to the spectator gallery. “C”
6. If a spectator needs to leave the spectator gallery – they will be are asked to use the stairs leading 

to the Pool Lobby on the opposite side.  “D” If you need to return to the Gallery you must show your 
wristband and enter through the stairwell that leads up to the spectator gallery.  “C”

7. Swimmers when entering should change in gender specific locker rooms. 
8. Once swimmers are ready to swim they must go to the field house to wait for entry into the pool area.  
9. Swimmers may enter the pool through the doorway near the 3 meter diving board. “E” VOLUNTEER 

Marshals will indicate when swimmers may enter the pool area.  Once the last heat of the last event
 has entered the water. Swimmers will enter and take right around the pool. A map of where teams
are seated will be provided. 

10. When swimmers are done competing they will exit through the Pool Lobby. Parents may meet their 
swimmer in the pool lobby. “F”  

 
 

 

 

  

 

Please note that the traffic flow pattern was designed by Meet & University Personnel, Fire Marshall's and 
University Public Safety to help avoid congestion.  

 

There will be absolutely no Ball playing in the Field House 

 

Map Key: 
“A” = Main Entrance 
“B” = Field House and Wrist Bands sales – also place for swimmers and parents to wait. 
“C” = Entrance to Pool Spectator Gallery. 
“D” = Exit from the Pool Spectator Gallery.

“F” = Pool exit to lobby where parents may meet their swimmer after the meet.
 “E” = Swimmers entrance to the pool near the 3 meter diving board.
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